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following the two roulette albums come two contributions by one of the leading psych-folk revivalists of the last 20 years. touched in these two albums is the instrumental "the
whisper of soul," which is one of the best songs on the set. touching and affecting, "rabbit at midnight," an eerie, country-flavored ditty, is also a standout, as is "never comes

gently." then there's "old sparky," a cover of a rarely heard song about a guy doing time in a state prison; it's a great song, its a great cover. and "the last drop," is its own sweet
reason to listen. it's much easier to believe that this isn't a joke if you aren't, like i was, old enough to have witnessed the barbaric practice of electrocution in the united states in

the early 1960s, and then to have made a song about it. kidding aside, this song is as heartfelt as it is moving. this recording was issued on a "limited edition" of 500 copies, most of
which were pressed on purple vinyl. it's arguably one of the toughest of those purples to find. 2013 saw the release of a second edition, this time on a "protected" version of white
vinyl. (ks) the second part of a two-part ep, be my guest, my world, my love contains five songs performed in this live concert with women from the dixieland revival scene at the
southgate ballroom. the dixieland revival was launched by boston in the 1950s and spread across the eastern u.s. in the mid-1960s. bluey robinson was the most influential of the

revivalists and had a hit record "red wing shoe shine boy." "red wing shoe shine boy" was the basis for stuart gordon's 1978 feature film, pete's dragon. wallace jones of the
northfield jazz society hosted "red wing" and his group's recordings and taught guitar, a skill that pete and james would utilize when they collaborated on james last's only

commercial outing. james last's wife, linda, was a member of northfield's group. this concert is a blend of original compositions and arrangements from the jazz revivalists. (ks)
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when i was 14, my parents gave me
a book of black jazz covers. the first
thing i noticed was the cover. the

shot was a slide, black and gray with
a few sepia tones thrown in to keep
things real. the cover was simple,

the title, an image of three
musicians, a piano, and the name of
the lp under the piano's grand and a
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4 in the upper left. from it, i learned
these things: (1) my parents were
really cool people because i would

prefer to have this record than any i
could afford on my own, (2) this is a
really good album, and, (3) jimmy

smith would become an influence on
the last's improvisation to come.

although not as versatile as ornette
and not as facile as lester, chorale
stands as an engaging example of

ornette's musical independence from
music as it was practiced by his

contemporaries. one could even say
it's a musical primer for ornette. for

starters, the recording itself is
exemplary. it shows the bassist to be
one of the liveliest and most friendly

soul artists of the era. one of his
trademark phrases while on stage
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was, "when i come out, you kick me,
and when i kick you, i think it's

funny." the rhythm sections on this
record capture that spirit. listen to
how loose and swingy ornette is on

"fancy not," "cellophane piece," "the
wheel" and so many others. as if
that weren't enough, chorale also

offers some of his most memorable
anthemic rock. the thunderous, if
slow, rock of "if you love me (love

your man)" should not be taken for
granted, as it reaches its peak with

the exhortation, "don't you let
anybody tell you that you're second

hand. 5ec8ef588b
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